
Card No. Card Name Card Category Effect Question Answer

1 ST09-001 Yamato Leader

[DON!! x1] [Opponent's Turn] If you have

2 or less Life cards, this Leader gains

+1000 power.

I have 3 Life cards when this Leader with a

DON!! card given to it is attacked by a

Character with 5000 power and [Double

Attack]. At this time, if I have 2 Life cards

after I take the first damage, what

happens when I take the next damage?

After the first damage reduces your Life

cards to 2, this Leader's power will

become 6000 according to this

[Opponent's Turn] effect. However, the

second damage will still be processed.

2 ST09-002 Uzuki Tempura Character

[Trigger] Rest up to 1 of your opponent's

Characters with a cost of 2 or less and add

this card to your hand.

If I activate this card's Trigger, can I decide

not to add this card to my hand?

No, you cannot.

3 ST09-008 Shimotsuki Ushimaru Character

[DON!! x1] [When Attacking] You may add

1 card from the top or bottom of your Life

cards to your hand: Play up to 1 yellow

{Land of Wano} type Character card with

a cost of 4 or less from your hand.

If the card added from my Life cards to

my hand by this [When Attacking] effect is

a "yellow {Land of Wano} type Character

card with a cost of 4 or less", can I use this

effect to play that card?

Yes, you can.

4 ST09-009 Fugetsu Omusubi Character

[Trigger] K.O. up to 1 of your opponent's

Characters with a cost of 1 or less and add

this card to your hand.

If I activate this card's Trigger, can I decide

not to add this card to my hand?

No, you cannot.

5 ST09-010 Portgas.D.Ace Character

[Once Per Turn] If this Character would be

K.O.'d, you may trash 1 card from the top

or bottom of your Life cards instead.

If I have no Life cards when this Character

would be K.O.'d, can I still trash 1 card

from the top or bottom of my Life cards

instead?

No, you cannot.


